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Tim Sarson
Name Tim Sarson

Position Partner, Value Chain Management, KPMG UK

Background Tim designs and implements global operating models for Multinational Companies (Value Chain 
Management – ‘VCM’). He leads KPMG’s response to Brexit across tax, as well as the Industrial and Life 
Sciences sectors.

Professional 
& Industry 
Experience

In the last decade a particular focus of Tim’s has been on developing an integrated tax, commercial and 
operational approach to transformation projects. He has a particular focus on geography and location, 
helping companies to adapt to changes in the global landscape of tax, labour, trading flows and geopolitics

Tim’s clients span a range of sectors from oil and gas to consumer businesses, pharmaceuticals to 
industrial manufacturing. His recent projects include:

- Supporting a pharmaceutical group post-Brexit by developing a fall-back location strategy for 
headquarters and supporting functions currently based in the UK

- A broad based Brexit impact assessment for a European based retail equipment manufacturer
- Helping a consumer goods business respond to the immediate FX impacts of the Brexit vote
- A number of value chain analyses for businesses as diverse as toy manufacturing, oil drilling and 

mining to identify BEPS tax risks and restructuring opportunities
- Implementing a regional operating model for a Japanese pharmaceutical group moving into the 

European market for the first time
- Designing a new global operating model centred on a Middle East for a US-based industrial 

components manufacturer

Professional 
Interests

In addition to his Brexit roles, Tim is a member of KPMG’s core teams responding to both the OECD Base 
Erosion and Profit Shifting (“BEPS”) initiative.

Tim features regularly in the UK and European media on Brexit and tax topics, including BBC world news, 
Financial Times, Die Welt and the main UK daily newspapers. He has authored a number of recent articles 
in industry journals including Tax Adviser, International Tax Review, Irish Tax Review and Economia and 
has a monthly international tax column in Tax Journal. He lectures regularly at Cranfield School of 
Management as part of a partnership between the university and KPMG.
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